Peace Mala: Accreditation Self Evaluation Form
Creative Education that Empowers and Embraces All
Uniting the World in Peace

School Accreditation
A Peace Mala School is committed to placing the vision and message of Peace Mala at the
heart-centre of its values system. There are seven keys areas for action that we require
your school to provide evidence form in the form below. Please write your evidence in the
tables below and include photographs.
School Name:

ST JOSEPHS CATHOLIC PRIMARY CLYDACH

Date of Submission:

May 2021

Award Aimed For: (delete as appropriate)
Silver

AREA ONE
Becoming a Peace Mala School is part of the whole School Development Plan approved by staff
and the Governing Body. This is shared with the whole school community. During every academic
year, a chosen year group will study and explore Peace Mala by using the kits and
educational materials. This encourages Peace Mala continuity in the school curriculum and
ensures that every pupil will have encountered the message and vision of Peace Mala before
they leave the school. The school will also share good practice with other schools who are
members of the global community of Peace Mala.

Suggested Actions
Peace Mala is in the School Development Plan. Peace Mala presentation to Governors. Peace
Mala School Assembly with parents invited. Peace Mala activities explained in Parents Evenings.
The school has a prominent designated notice board and web pages or newsletter which details
Peace Mala activities. These activities are reported in assemblies and at Governors’ Meetings as
well as being regularly communicated to parents and the wider community. View the list of Peace
Mala schools on our website - join the list and communicate with each other to share good practice.
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Evidence

Year 6 attending Peace Liturgy service

St. Joseph’s Catholic Primary School has welcomed and shared the message of Peace
Mala since 2015.
It has been written into the School Development Plan after being agreed to by the
governing body. The school website has a link to Peace Mala.
Each year the Peace Mala message is communicated to parents via the Governors report
to parents and the Prospectus and through assemblies. Termly the Peace Mala
ambassadors update Governors through the Head teachers Report which includes details
of activities and events that have taken place that term and they also report more widely
to the student Senedd body as well. Year 6 now yearly make the peace mala bracelets
and represent the school at the annual Peace Mala event linking with other schools across
the country this took place last year at Brecon Cathedral. The school has presented and
represented the Peace Mala community at these events over many years. We also publish
an annual Parish/ School Journal which is developed with all the community and
celebrates our diverse community. Peace Mala articles have also been published in some
of the magazines.

Peace Mala
Ambassadors 2019-20
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Visit by Steve Balsamo and Lee Michael Walton to
Prepare for Peace liturgy service 2019
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AREA TWO
By engaging with Peace Mala the school is committed to education for global citizenship through
the promotion of understanding, respect, friendship, tolerance and peace between all communities,
cultures and enlightened, compassionate faiths. Peace Mala promotes and encourages
community cohesion.

Suggested Actions
Lessons and activities on Peace Mala are part of the school curriculum. School assemblies focusing
on the Golden Rule.

Evidence

Peace Mala display
The school is committed to education for global citizenship through the promotion of
understanding, respect, friendship, tolerance and peace between all communities,
cultures and enlightened, compassionate faiths. School assemblies are held daily we use
Gospel stories, meditation, virtue assemblies and class and group assemblies to promote
the golden rule.
Collective Worship enables children to explore local and world issues and it provides a
time of reflection. We have daily meditation from Nursery to Year 6 where pupils have time
to reflect and listen. The children also participate in Christmas and Holy Week assemblies
where all classes take part and portray the Easter story from Palm Sunday to Easter Friday.
(Nursery to Year 6) The whole community is invited to the celebrations. Crowning of Our
Lady Service in May, service of Remembrance, and Mass for St. David led by pupils. Prayer
is at the heart of the school community and is inclusive and reflective. Prayers are said
regularly throughout the school day and an established pattern of opportunities is offered
for the school community to gather for prayer, reflection and liturgy. Delivery by staff in
class and phase worship is appropriate, reflective and inclusive. Acts of worship are
appropriate to the age and needs of the pupils with themes based upon Come and See
topics, the liturgical calendar (using Ten Ten Resources )and other school, local national
and international events. Newsletters for Come and see and Ten Ten resources are posted
on the website to encourage parental involvement. Pupils are developing their skills to
plan and lead high quality collective worship, appropriate to their age and ability.
Collective Worship has a significant impact on the spiritual and moral development of all
pupils and through monitoring and evaluation of the provision for Collective Worship; best
practice has been shared to ensure maximum impact. Opportunities are also provided for
staff to pray and reflect together on a weekly basis during staff meetings. Children pray
the traditional prayers of the Church, the liturgy and prayers/responses during Mass. Yearly
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we celebrate different religions and dedicate a week to exploring these religions in a cross
curricular way. This also includes class and whole school assemblies about the faith.
Prayers also follow the liturgical year for example, prayers for the dead in November,
Sacred Heart in June, prayers during Advent and Lent, etc. Prayers are said in both English
and Welsh at different times of the day. The quality of prayer and worship is good with
religious artefacts being used appropriately. Children are invited to pray the rosary during
the months of May and October in honour of Our Lady. We have a service to bless rosaries
in October. There is a prayer area to give children an area for quiet reflection and prayer.
All staff meetings and governors’ meetings start with a prayer. We have developed a staff
prayer booklet. This year due to the COVID pandemic we are holding daily assemblies
virtually as we recognise still the need for some collective community worship with safety
as a priority.

Easter and Christmas Assemblies

Remembrance service
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AREA THREE
By using Peace Mala in the classroom, the school supports human rights and helps prevent
bullying and all forms of prejudice.

Suggested Actions
Holocaust Memorial Day, City of Sanctuary, Show Racism the Red Card, Anti-bullying policy,
Presentation by Hate Crime Police Officer, Playground and Lunchtime 'buddies' Be a Peace Mala
friend for the day, engage with CEWC.
The school does not need to engage with all of the above. We would, however, expect them to engage with
at least two anti-bullying initiatives over the space of a year.

Evidence
The school teaches children to work co-operatively and when conflicts arise to deal with
these positively through restorative practise. All staff are trained Restorative leaders .We
also train Year 6 to become Restorative leaders and deal with any situations if they arise
at playtimes.
The school teaches the Jesuit virtues as Diocesan guidelines request –these are

Grateful and generous Attentive and discerning ; compassionate and loving ; Faithfilled and hopeful Eloquent and truthful ; Curious and active ; Intentional and prophetic

The virtues are explored monthly and promote character building with our pupils
developing human rights and preventing bullying in all forms. Each half term, the children
develop their understanding of two new virtues and strive to apply these to their
everyday lives.

At the start of each academic year all classes create a Class charter which
allows pupils to show their understanding of the behaviour standards expected in
St Joseph’s and to take ownership of their own behaviour both in and out of the
classroom. These class rules together with a staff and pupil code of conduct show
that pupils have an awareness of fairness, equality, tolerance and children’s
rights. This awareness is reinforced through assemblies, RE lessons and Circle
6
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Time/PSE. There were very few incidents of unacceptable behaviour at break or
lunch times due to many factors. These include: the use of Y6 as restorative
prefects who work with children to resolve conflict. Additionally, the school
behaviour book shows that very few incidents are a result of bad behaviour and
the verbal reports made by duty staff nearly all concern low-level issues. A ‘Good
to be Green’ behaviour scheme has been implemented throughout the school
and together with this pupils are able to negotiate debate and resolve issues
through conferencing with Restorative practice. For pupils who need support we
offer the Rainbows programme which gives access to an esteem programme for
children suffering with loss and has shown a positive impact on pupils and families
involved. We have been asked by the Diocesan Co-ordinator to lead Head
teachers in meetings about the progression of Rainbows at our school and also
given other schools and Diocese’s our experiences through INSET.
We have received Level 1 UNICEF Rights Respecting School and have a group of Rights
Respecting Ambassadors who are promoting the 42 articles of the rights of the child within
the school. The assessment concluded, “St Joseph’s Catholic Primary clearly has an
inclusive and participative ethos underpinned by the spirit of the Convention. The HT is fully
committed to RRS and noted “as a Catholic School, we have Christ at the centre and this
is the ethos of our school ‘Living, Learning and Growing’. RRS has fitted perfectly into our
ethos and it is important our children are shown respect, respect each other and are cared
and supported to be the best they can be”.
Philosophy for Children has been promoted which also supports human rights and helps
prevent bullying and all forms of prejudice. Teachers have taken part in INSET for P4C.
Trained P4C leader (Level 3 qualification) who runs after school club for Year 4-6 and
teaches Philosophy throughout the school. There is a spirituality Policy that embodies our
Mission statement ‘Together in Christ, Living, Learning and Growing’. We have a qualified
Mindfulness teacher who has been trained to take mindfulness within the school (pawsb
qualification). Meditation has been implemented in all classes and has had a positive
impact on the wellbeing of all pupils.

Mini-Vinnies and their work
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AREA FOUR
Peace Mala encourages the school to raise awareness of issues of global interdependence and
encourages active compassion by learners that will lead to positive changes locally and globally.

Suggested Actions
Red Nose Day, Children in Need, Teddies4Tragedy, CEWC, Samaritans Purse Shoe Box
Campaign, UNICEF day for change, One World Week, One Life, ActionAid, World Vision, Cafod,
SCIAF/TROCAIRE, Christian Aid, Muslim Aid, Healing Hearts Sufi Charity, Afritwin, Nelson
Mandela Children's Fund.
The school does not need to engage with all of the above. We would, however, expect them to work with at
least two humanitarian NGOs over the space of a year.

Evidence
The range of fund-raising events organised by the school and pupil bodies ensures that a
high profile of the school is maintained within the local community, including the
publication of the Parish/ School Journal which is an annual event. Although sadly this was
impossible last year due to the COVID situation. We fundraise for many different causes
both locally and nationally. During October we collect harvest food items which are then
made into hampers for needy families at Christmas by the local SVP and our own MiniVinnies. Last year we collected items to be shared with the teenage cancer ward in Cardiff
at Christmas.
Pupils and their families respond positively and are generous with their time and donations
to school. The school has made donations to many organisations including Singleton
Hospital Chemotherapy Unit through the Sunflower appeal for the last twenty four years
raising over £50,000.00.

Staff d res s ed
OUTSID E
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Staff dressed up to celebrate Sunflower day The school promotes diversity, equality and community cohesion by actively having fair
representation in groups such as School Council, Peace Mala Ambassadors, Sports
Council, Eco Council and UNCRC Ambassadors, Mini-Vinnies and all these groups are
encouraged to have active compassion and lead change through direct action in their
lives. The pupils contribute to the development of the Catholic life of the school, parish and
wider community for instance by the School Council/ Eco Committee and Young
Apprentices responding to parish needs and wider community developing fundraising and
support- e.g. SVP parish collection of tins for food bank, Harvest appeal for Christmas
hampers for needy families and Toys for under privileged children at Christmas, RSPCA Lllys
Nini appeal, CAFOD. Year 6 invite local elderly parishioners and wider community to Lenten
lunches and Christmas lunches. The school supports global fundraising projects and
welcomes an Erasmus student yearly. The school has EAL pupils from European, Caribbean
and Asian countries and embraces the dimension that their cultures bring to school life.
There are opportunities for parishioners to join the pupils at every Mass celebrated at
school.
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Crowning of Our Lady 2021
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Crowning of Our Lady in May

Journal celebrating Faiths
M ini-Vinnies

Teenage cancer ward gifts
donated for Christmas
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Mini-Vinnies serving elderly Christmas lunch
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AREA FIVE
Peace Mala encourages the celebration of cultural, racial and religious diversity through art,
music, drama and dance.

Suggested Actions
Special assemblies to celebrate cultural and religious festivals. Celebrate One World Week. Links
with local faith and cultural communities including churches, mosques, synagogues, gurdwaras and
temples. Links with local Inter-Faith group. Cultural school links with schools in Developing
Countries through the British Council.
The school does not need to engage with all of the above. We would, however, expect them to work with at
least two initiatives over the space of a year.

Evidence
Peace Mala ambassadors have disseminated the positive message of Peace Mala to
through a variety of celebrations including a World Youth service for Peace, Peace Mala
assemblies for parents and friends, a video explaining their Peace Mala journey and Native
American day. Pupils have worked with pupils from Ysgol Pen r Bryn (a special school) and
establish business and charity links in a meaningful context culminating in published books
and events at the Waterfront Museum to publicise the work raising money for a childhood
cancer charity. It has given pupils the opportunity to use and apply their skills and
celebrate each individual’s uniqueness in a positive way through different art projects. We
have been working with the school last year on their LEGO project to enable areas of the
new curriculum.
St. Joseph’s has been a Lead Creative school we believe in a creative curriculum with
literacy and numeracy at its heart this is extended to all areas of the curriculum. Last year
we worked with a local artist for Year 6 pupils to explore and make their representation of
St Joseph and our mission statement ‘ Together in Christ, Living, Learning and Growing’.
Year 6 depiction of Mission statement and St. Joseph

We also have links with the University of Cantabria and accept an Erasmus student each
year who shares their language and culture within the school. We work closely with the
Community Development Administrator for Gloucestershire GAA Gaelic Football
Association offering training for pupils and staff from schools across the LA. St Joseph’s
takes part annually in the All Britain Gaelic football championships in London.
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St. Joseph’s is also developing virtues education with the Jesuit Pupil Profile as part of
Diocesan guidelines. The school has taken part in the Walk through the Bible scheme using
mime and actions to retell Bible stories and all pupils have taken home their own Bible.

The school plans individual Masses and the children read, sing and serve during these
Masses. Masses are held both in the parish church and the school hall. Special Masses and
occasions are celebrated in the Parish Church, for example the Feasts of St. David. The
pupils have performed at the parish Christmas Carol Concert. Collective worship with
community involvement is a priority throughout the year and a welcoming approach to
all. The development of the Welsh dimension linked to Come and See, when suitable has
become more embedded. The pupils demonstrate a pride in their national heritage and
embrace with enthusiasm the opportunity to include this in their learning in religious
education. We as a school support the development of sacraments for our pupils.
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SACRAM ENTAL PREPARA TION AND CE L EBRATION

Sacramental preparation and celebration

Pupils learn about the life of St. David during Cwrwclwm Cymreig week and the Merit house
saints are celebrated (all Welsh saints). Liturgical events are celebrated in Merit Award
Assemblies and in Class Assemblies. Learners make a very positive contribution to the
school community. There is an active school council and other groups in place, which
represent all pupils. Each year we celebrate two different religions through a whole school
approach dedicating learning about the religion throughout the week in a cross curricular
way and culminating in a whole school assembly to celebrate our knowledge.
15
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Pupils’ involvement in class and whole school assemblies, Parish Mass, and liturgy group
all show that the pupils are confident and insightful about the breadth of their faith. There
has been an emphasis in the RE SDP on the promotion of independent worship for pupils.
There are quality displays, which underpin the Catholic ethos. Pupils reconcile, forgive and
show respect for others’ rights and feelings. The school has adopted Restorative Practice
and has achieved Level 1 Rights Respecting (UNCRC). Staff and Governors have received
training.
Pupils are able to express their appreciation of the beauty of creation through a variety of
responses -use of school environment (Forest School), visits to local area and the Arts
Projects all contribute. We have been a Lead Creative School. Classroom prayer focus
areas bring the class together throughout the day and provide a central point for the
children to display key/driver words linked to their current theme. Pupils demonstrate good
levels of interest and sensitivity when relating to matters of a spiritual, moral, social and
cultural nature. Pupils bear witness to Christ’s teachings through charity work. They
demonstrate an awareness of the demands of religious commitment in everyday life
through their focused global charity work. CAFOD, Children in Need, Singleton Hospital
Chemotherapy unit and Philippines, Migrant Crisis appeal have all been supported
through community fund-raising efforts. Children who have joined us from schools that are
not Catholic fully embrace the ethos and come to understand the faith. Many pupils and
parents have been baptised into the faith and received the sacraments of Reconciliation
and the Eucharist. RE is a part of PM for all teachers and TA’s. Self and peer assessment
show how well the children understand a task and what they can do to take the next step
in their learning. Pupils enjoy the breadth of lesson delivery which includes the
incorporation of art, music, drama or ICT into their RE lessons. The school supports global
fundraising projects and welcomes an Erasmus student yearly. The school has EAL pupils
from European, Caribbean and Asian countries and embraces the dimension that their
cultures bring to school life.
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Easter and Christmas assemblies shared with whole community
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AREA SIX
With Peace Mala the school actively promotes environmental sustainability, healthy eating,
and respect for all animals and wildlife.

Suggested Actions
Eco School, Greenpeace Good to be Green initiative, Healthy Eating and Peace Mala Rainbow
Foods (as part of the Schools Healthy Eating Initiative), School Eco Council
RSPCA, WWF Donkey Sanctuary, RSPB, IFAW.
The school does not need to engage with all of the above. We would, however, expect them to work with at
least one green initiative, one school healthy eating initiative and one animal NGO over the space of a year.

Evidence

Platinum green flag status achieved
October 2019

Sports day event with all community invited
Through learning experiences all staff empower pupils to understand the role they and
others play in society and in the world, their voice impacts greatly on the provision for
ESDGC. We react to global situations and hold in depth discussions about challenging
themes. There are a wide variety of high quality ESDGC enrichment activities, e.g. ecocommittee; eco-club; nature club; forest schools, etc. The school is good at acting
sustainably. There are a wide variety of sustainability measures for pupils, staff and parents,
e.g. recycling of: paper; card; plastics. The school, led very effectively by the ecocommittee, has achieved its platinum green Flag in Autumn last year.
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Analysis of questionnaires record that 100% of pupils think the school teaches them how to
keep healthy. Most pupils understand the importance of eating healthily and make good
choices. All pupils are encouraged to eat fresh fruit/vegetables during break times. 52% of
pupils (approx.) eat healthy school meals. Water is free, and its consumption is actively
promoted. School meals meet all requirements set out in the ‘Welsh Government’s
guidelines in 'Appetite for Life' and the Healthy Eating Policy complies with the guidance
provided by the Welsh Government and the healthy school team. Attitude is very good
towards sport as evidenced by the very high percentage (100%) of pupils that enjoy PE
lessons. 51% of pupils participate in some form of extra-curricular sport (football, Gaelic
Football, cross country, athletics). We also have an annual sports day to celebrate fitness.
The school has an important link with GAA and has participated in the All British tournament
in London and Bristol this year and have taken part in Croke park all Irish finals. We are
linked nationally to the GAA to promote physical skills. All children (FP and KS2) have the
opportunity to participate in a wide range of extra-curricular activities e.g. football
(between 20-30 pupils weekly), Gaelic football (between 30-40 pupils weekly), choir (30
pupils), Eco club (between 10-20 pupils weekly), Philosophy (between 15-25 pupils weekly)
Didi Rugby 10 pupils and Clwb Joio 10 pupils. Most pupils are aware of harmful effects of
drugs, anti-social behaviour, internet behaviour, stranger danger, bullying etc. Work in this
area is enhanced through the work of the PCSO and nearly all pupils are able to speak
with confidence about the information they have gained from the sessions led by the
schools’ police liaison officer.

St Joseph’s Gaelic football team attending London event
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AREA SEVEN
With Peace Mala the school encourages Peace Education by forming a School Peace Council
and engaging in peace activities.

Suggested Actions
School Peace Council. Take part in the Valentine Peace Project. Celebrate UN International
Day of Peace. Make a school peace garden with prayer tree or labyrinth. Lessons in
mindfulness/meditation/stilling exercises (see guide to the Peace Mala). Community Peace
Box. Peace Mala Pilgrimage. Using the Peace Mala to pray for world peace (Peace Mala booklet
of Peace Prayers). One Day One Choir.
The school does not need to engage with all of the above. We would, however, expect them to work with at
least two peace initiatives
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Evidence

The School has taken part in the One day one choir activities and also Peace Mala Liturgy
for World Peace yearly including at Llandaff Cathedral, Neath and Brecon. The liturgies
include the lighting of large rainbow candles representing the fourteen faiths on the Peace
Mala bracelet, as well as the large central white candle representing our world and all
who live on it. We were joined by representatives of 17 different faiths and spiritual paths,
as well as Primary Schools from across the UK to create a day in celebration of interfaith
relationships and world peace.
The school is dedicated to providing meditation opportunities for all classes daily from
Nursery to Year 6 and mindfulness is used across the school in lessons and after school
activities. The implementation of daily meditation allows the children to reflect in a
peaceful and supportive environment. A pupil survey January 2018 showed that 100% of
pupils enjoyed meditation and 100% found it worthwhile . Many(80%) of pupils said it
helped them with their work comments included ‘ after meditation I feel relaxed, clam and
ready to concentrate’. The school also provides Year 6 pupils with the opportunity of
attending a weekend retreat at Kintbury to focus on transition and peaceful relationships
with each other and preparing the way ahead to attend Comprehensive with confidence.
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Neath Peace liturgy service

Ash Wednesday Services
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Year 6 retreat to Kintbury
Information about
A year of COVID !
The school has responded well to a very difficult year.

The focus on the return to school in Summer and September 2020 was well
measured with wellbeing of all staff and pupils as a priority. Expectations of the
setting were given with reassurances of safety and safety measures to all
stakeholders. Staff had training for the first day which included operational plans
and risk assessment and these messages were then reinforced through texts and
emails.
Staff were not expected to attend meetings after or before school - the message
was come in do your day and go home. There were lots of outside breaks with
bubbles staggered and well ventilated classes/ Autumn walks / no book scrutiny /
lesson walks etc just chats and observations- dinner times with staff in their bubbles
– little mixing of staff so we were mindful of loneliness and lack of engagement - –
any staff meetings were done electronically and information given out
electronically to reduce as much stress as possible – and usually in school time not
at weekends or nights – unless this was impossible to do. The week after January
was particularly difficult with the uncertainty of start dates and dealing with parents
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who did not want another lockdown. The LA have been very supportive but it is
often the Headteacher dealing with parents.
Staff have focused on wellbeing through the development of creative arts /
mindfulness/ forest school activities.
Check-ins fun sessions using Charanga/ DANCE AND MUSIC – also music service to
target percussion with Year 6 as a fun session. Also Meditation / prayer/ wellbeing
sessions. Lots of outdoor work- still had our World Earth day – based on Autumn and
events – walking and ventilation has been key.
Staff have upskilled with remote learning and training for TEAMS and uploading
homework etc – last week of December all staff came into the setting and
delivered TEAMS meetings with their classes (focus on fun check in well- being
sessions – Christmas quizzes/ competitions/ Christmas craft and jumper day etc.)all
in preparation for a closure after Christmas all staff were skilled at organising TEAMS
meetings and using chat/ hands up etc.
For first term all classes Nursery – Year 6 had a daily TEAMS session for half an hour
daily where teachers talk about work set and any challenges pupils have had. This
was also a wellbeing check in and a chance to share/ talk and celebrate good
work.
All classes were set daily Maths/ English/ RE as core subjects and topic activities as
well which focused on creativity. Staff marked and give feedback to the work daily
and pupils were encouraged to respond to the feedback as well.
Some classes set up daily challenges such as investigations in ice or custard
experiment or small research items to engage pupils also champions challenges of
the day. Alongside the live sessions staff also uploaded videos for pupils who are
unable or do not want to access the live TEAMS sessions.
We were mindful that parents were busy so staff also prepared topic booklets
based on their themes for this term which parents could either download or come
to school to get – these booklets included activities that pupils could do on their
own with little support.
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Alongside work set we were very mindful of pupils wellbeing – important to engage
them in activities away from the computer such as ; Big birdwatch. We worked with
Ysgol Pen Yr Bryn on their sixth form enterprise project on the BEANO which include
weekly fun packs – how to draw Gnasher for eg – the work will then be collated
into a published book .

We uploaded dance tutorials for pupils to engage in and enjoy – ballet and jazz in
collaboration with BOA.

Jazz Demo with music 'Grease is the word'.mp4

Also set a dance challenge to engage interest using GAA and sport theme.
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Mental health and well- being week activities were shared , assemblies and
activities for the whole week which were then celebrated on the Friday with the
Dress to express theme with staff and pupils encouraged to share their ideas.
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Also we created Web pages to celebrate early years work to share with their
friends.
Gatherings have not been allowed but we have recorded Christmas plays and
Easter assemblies which have been uploaded on the website and sent out to
parents.
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We remain positive and hopeful during this time of tremendous change and
uncertainty and place the wellbeing of pupils and staff at the centre of everything
we do. Life has changed and we will learn from it remain resilient and remain true
to the spirit of St. Joseph’s.

Thank you for completing your Accreditation Self-Evaluation Form!
As soon as we receive this it will be sent to our Board of Trustees and Educational Advisors
for approval.
We look forward to you joining our growing family of Peace Mala Accredited Schools.

PEACE MALA Registered Office - 122 Clydach Road, Morriston, Swansea SA6 6QB, Wales UK
Tel: +44 (0) 1792 774225 • E-mail: info@peacemala.org.uk
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